PREFACE
foe a number of years after the Revolution I wrote to my
friends in the U.S.S.R. saying, u Tell me about the education
system, then I will be able to judge of the Revolution." None of
them complied with my request satisfactorily, whereupon I
decided to go myself, and on each occasion that I have done so
it was infinitely worth while. Frequently educationists say to
me, ftc Russia has gone back educationally. There is nothing she
can teach us now in the way of methods, so why go there ? "
In a certain measure their criticism is true* There are more
interesting experimental schools in England than any I have
,seen in the U.S.S.R. But education comprises infinitely more
vhan method. I am being more and more driven to the conclu-
;ion, by much observation of schools up and down the country,
<;hat method unrelated to social factors and principles is the
>east important ingredient in the educational dish we serve to
:»ur children. It is precisely for the working out of new principles
*xnd new conceptions in education that one goes to the U.S.S.R.
One goes there, not so much for new ideas, for many of their
*,deas have been held for years by educationists the world over,
but to see how these ideas work out in practice. How does a
classless system of education really work? How is the unity
between school and life achieved ? " Labour is the universal
shaft round whicl^ education rotates," Can the U.S.S.R. show
us how this dictitoi can be expressed in education without
damaging the academic and cultural standards of life? Is
equality of opportunity for every child really a gain to the
community and to the individual ? Is discipline in the school in
truth inextricably bound up with discipline and freedom in
society ? It is to find an answer to these and many other ques-
tions that one goes to the U.S.S.R* and not to see some special
way of teaching history or arithmetic. One goes there also to fee
onhearteiied and encouraged in the attempt to
Ideals into practice in one's own country,

